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Abstract: Workplace incivility is a low-intensity, counterproductive work behavior associated with negative health outcomes and organizational consequences (e.g., turnover intention). In the present study, I used a daily diary design to investigate the short-term within-person effects of workplace incivility on work-related rumination. Time pressure was included in the present study to underline the importance of workplace incivility for off-work ruminative thoughts beyond the known effects of a stressful workday. Additionally, I propose mood at the end of the workday as a mediator for the proposed relationships. The results of my study corroborate the existence of the daily within-person and the more stable weekly between-person effect of workplace incivility on off-work ruminative thoughts. These results suggest that the experience of short-term and fluctuating workplace incivility has an impact on off-work ruminative thinking even when controlling for the known effects of time pressure. With regard to my proposed mediational effect, my hypothesis was not confirmed. In an additional analysis, however, mediation was confirmed when time pressure was excluded from the model. Further, the within-person relationship between time pressure and work-related rumination was mediated by mood.
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Introduction

Uncivil behavior in the workplace is typically rude and discourteous and shows a lack of respect. Workplace incivility differs from other social stressors because of its low intensity and its ambiguous intent to harm. Workplace incivility describes the minor negative encounters that can occur in day-to-day interactions. Although workplace incivility is low in intensity, previous research has shown that chronically experienced incivility in the workplace has serious consequences for organizations and organizational members. For example, in a meta-analysis, Hershcovis showed that workplace incivility is negatively related to job satisfaction, psychological and physical well-being, and affective commitment. Although workplace incivility can be seen as a daily hassle, surprisingly little research has investigated the short-term, within-person effects of workplace incivility. Accordingly, little is known about the effects of occasionally experienced workplace incivility.

The aim of the present study is to gain insight into the relevance of daily workplace incivility for employees’ well-being by addressing the within-person spillover effect of workplace incivility on off-work ruminative thoughts. To further underline the relevance of daily workplace incivility, I included time pressure into my study to test...
whether the assumed effect of workplace incivility on work-related rumination persists even after controlling for the known effects of time pressure. In addition to this main goal, I aim to gain insight into the process by which the experience of workplace incivility transfers into off-work ruminative thoughts. For this purpose, I analyze mood as a mediator of the relationship between daily workplace incivility and off-work ruminative thoughts. In the next section, I present a theoretical overview justifying these aims.

**Aims of the Present Study**

The first aim of the present study is to contribute to the literature by investigating whether daily experiences of workplace incivility have an important effect on the well-being of employees by disrupting the recovery process. According to the main theoretical models used in the literature on recovery, the effort-recovery model and the conservation of resources theory, daily off-work time is important to restore strained resources and gain additional resources. Successful daily recovery is therefore important to effectively function in the workplace and the prevention of illness.

Sonnenstag and Fritz recently introduced an integrative framework for recovery research that highlights the central role of mentally detaching from work during off-work hours for the relationship between workplace stressors and well-being. Ruminating about experiences at work during off-work hours disrupts the recovery process by preventing mental detachment form work and thus the restoration of strained resources.

Spillover effects, meaning the relationship between experiences in the workplace and off-work well-being or behaviors, are central in recovery research. Thinking about work-related problems while at home (work-related rumination) is a central part of the relationship between workplace stressors and ill health. Given the short-term effects of daily workplace incivility, it seems warranted to focus on the spillover effects of workplace incivility on off-work ruminative thoughts about work. Only the studies by Lim et al. and Nicholson and Griffin have investigated the spillover effect of workplace incivility on off-work outcomes, and the study by Wang et al. has reported a spillover effect of customer mistreatment on rumination. Therefore, the first aim of the present study builds on previous research which presented convincing evidence for the relationship between workplace stressors and detachment or rumination, and adds daily workplace incivility as an additional stressor. This first aim complements mainly the study by Wang et al. and the study by Nicholson and Griffin, who reported a daily spill-over effect with similar constructs. However, my study differs from both studies as I simultaneously investigate the effect of time pressure on work-related rumination and in addition to the main effect, I also aim at investigating a mediation effect advancing our understanding as to why employees ruminate on days they have experienced incivility.

In addition to workplace incivility, I also investigated the relationship between time pressure and work-related rumination. Although my main purpose is the investigation of the relationship between workplace incivility and work-related rumination, I deem it important to additionally include time pressure in my study. In addition to social stressors (e.g., workplace incivility), task-related stressors are impactful on employees’ health and well-being and is quite prominent in the occupational health psychology literature. Additionally, time pressure has been shown to be related to work-related rumination at the between- and within-person levels of analysis. Including time pressure into my study advances previous research on workplace incivility because I test whether the assumed effect of workplace incivility on work-related rumination persists even after controlling for the known effects of time pressure. For example, a study by Wang et al. that investigated the relationship between daily customer mistreatment and work-related rumination did not include other workplace stressors (such as time pressure) in their investigation. Therefore, it remains unclear whether the effect of workplace incivility persists beyond the known effects of stressful working days on work-related rumination. In line with previous recommendations to give control variables the same treatment as effect variables, I incorporated the relationship between time pressure and work-related rumination into my theory section.

The second aim of the present study is to investigate the process by which daily experienced workplace incivility is related to off-work ruminative thoughts. As one possible explanatory mechanism, I focus on mood experiences at the end of the workday. The theoretical reasoning for this assumption lies in the affective events theory and the mood-as-information theory. The affective events theory suggests that the relationship between an experienced event at work and subsequent behaviors is mediated by mood. Complementing this proposition, the
mood-as-information theory suggests that the experience of impaired mood offers information to the employee that the incivility event that was experienced represented poor treatment. Being treated poorly heightens the accessibility of the negative experience at work in one’s memory, which then triggers ruminative thoughts in the evening. Based on these theoretical considerations, I propose that transferring the experience of workplace incivility into off-work ruminative thoughts can be explained by the negative effect of workplace incivility on mood. This is because workplace incivility impairs mood, which in turn heightens the accessibility of information regarding this negative event in one’s memory and thus leads to off-work ruminative thoughts about work. Previous studies have mainly investigated rumination as a mediating factor. In contrast to previous studies, I focus on mood as a mediator that initiates work-related rumination.

In the next sections, I hypothesize the effects of time pressure and workplace incivility on work-related rumination and introduce mood as a mediating factor. However, I start by shortly explaining the importance of work-related rumination as an outcome variable in studies on occupational stress.

Work-related Rumination

As the central outcome in my daily diary study, I focus on work-related rumination measured at the end of the day. Thinking about work-related problems while at home (work-related rumination) is a central part of the relationship between workplace stressors and ill health.

Rumination about work can be defined as the repeated or chronic cognitive activation of stressful work experiences. It is believed to have serious long-term consequences for psychological health and to lead to counterproductive work behaviors. Empirical studies support the idea that ruminating can trigger a psychological and physiological stress response even without the immediate presence of a stressor. For example, in an experimental study, Glynn et al. showed that simply thinking about a stressful event elicits emotional and physiological stress reactions.

At the individual level, responding to stressful events with ruminative thoughts has been associated with impaired somatic health and mental health. Furthermore, in a prospective longitudinal study, the development of a ruminative response was shown to mediate the relationship between childhood emotional abuse and depression. In addition to these detrimental individual effects, rumination might be detrimental for organizations. For example, reliving stressful work experiences during off-work time is likely to reduce recovery possibilities. When an individual is absorbed in his or her thoughts about a negative event at work, he or she is less likely to engage in resource-replenishing activities, such as social gatherings or quality time with family. Successful recovery is important for replenishing one’s resources, and a lack of recovery is associated with poorer performance.

Additionally, ruminative thinking during off-work time is negatively related to sleep quality. Poor sleep quality further undermines recovery during off-work time and increases work-related fatigue, which in turn has serious consequences in the work environment, e.g., safety.

Ruminating about work is believed to be an important mechanism to explain the development of poor health as a result of experiencing workplace stressors. This issue is also relevant for organizational outcomes such as safety behavior and performance. Accordingly, I suggest that work-related rumination is an important outcome in studies on occupational stress.

Relationship of Time Pressure with Work-related Rumination

The underlying cause of rumination is the heightened accessibility in one’s memory of information regarding a goal-threatening or goal-failing event at work. Although the event has already passed, information about the event remains activated in the individual’s memory. This heightened activation makes event-related thoughts easily cued and difficult to eliminate, which ultimately leads to rumination.

Time pressure is one of the most frequently studied workplace stressors. Empirical evidence largely supports the relationship between time pressure and strain reactions. According to Roe and Zijlstra, time pressure is a cognitive evaluation comparing the amount of work to be done in relation to the perceived available capacity (see also Syrek and Antoni). If the amount of work to be done is overtaxing, employees experience time pressure. Experiencing time pressure on a daily level might suggest that on a particular day, the employee was unable to fulfill the expectations that were to be accomplished. The evaluation of a working day as including excessive amounts of work might therefore result in an evaluation of failure. Experiencing failure at work is believed to pose a threat to positive self-evaluations and to ultimately lead to stress reactions. Therefore, the experience of time pressure and workplace incivility on work-related rumination and introduce mood as a mediating factor. However, I start by shortly explaining the importance of work-related rumination as an outcome variable in studies on occupational stress.
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pressure has the potential to be perceived as a threat to one’s goal of maintaining a positive self-evaluation, which in turn makes this experience likely to trigger ruminative thoughts.

Previous research has shown that daily time pressure is positively related to work-related rumination. For example, the study by Copley and Purvis showed that teachers working under high time pressure and low control reported more ruminative thoughts in the evening. A study by Vahle-Hinz et al. showed that, on average, working days with higher time pressure lead to more ruminative thoughts in the evening. With regard to time pressure, some studies have also reported a between-person effect on work-related rumination. Theoretically as well as empirically time pressure was shown to be related to work-related rumination. Therefore, including the known effects of time pressure into my investigation tests whether workplace incivility explains unique variance in work-related rumination beyond the effects of time pressure.

Relationship of Workplace Incivility with Work-related Ruminations

Just like time pressure, workplace incivility represents a goal-threatening or goal-failing event at work because it represents an affront to one’s dignity, leading to the experience of humiliation or embarrassment. Lim et al. noted that although workplace incivility is much more generalized than sexual harassment, it is also ‘capable of producing an unequal power situation in which the victim feels that he or she is unfairly subjected to embarrassment or humiliation’ (p. 97). Accordingly, individuals are likely to experience being the target of uncivil behavior at work as an affront to their dignity. Positive self-evaluation and positive evaluations by others are considered major motivations in people’s lives, and the threats that disrespectful behavior poses to these positive evaluations are believed to lead to stress reactions. Therefore, the experience of workplace incivility has the potential to be perceived as a threat to one’s goal of maintaining a positive self-evaluation, which suggests a positive relationship with ruminative thoughts.

In addition to the experience of humiliation, workplace incivility has another characteristic that might lead to ruminative thoughts about work. From a target perspective, the perpetrator’s intentions for uncivil behavior at work are ambiguous. People who are the targets of uncivil behaviors in the workplace therefore depend on their own insights (e.g., rumination) to determine the intentions of the behavior and to select adequate coping actions.

In a recent review of the literature on workplace incivility, Schilpzand et al. noted that the investigation of short-term effects as well as the effects of workplace incivility on off-work time outcomes are fruitful pathways for future studies. This is in line with suggestions from the work stress recovery literature. Using a daily diary design and investigating the short-term within-person effects of workplace incivility on off-work ruminative thoughts, I build on implications from the work stress recovery literature and follow Schilpzand et al.’s suggestions for future research. In an experimental study, Schilpzand, Leavitt, and Lim showed that incivility is related to rumination. My study extends Schilpzand et al.’s results by addressing the hypothesis that a low-intensity social stressor (workplace incivility) can trigger a cognitive response to workplace stress in a real-life context.

Hypothesis 1: In addition to daily time pressure, daily workplace incivility measured at the end of the workday has a positive relationship with work-related rumination measured in the evening on that same day (within-person effect).

Research concerning the health-relevant effects of workplace incivility has been primarily cross-sectional and has involved analysis at the between-person level. The results provide convincing evidence that the experience of workplace incivility has negative consequences for individual (e.g., well-being) and organizational outcomes (e.g., commitment, turnover intentions). Complementing the within-person effects of workplace incivility on work-related rumination, in the present study, I assess the more stable between-person effects of workplace incivility on work-related rumination. Research on daily events in the workplace has convincingly shown that workplace stressors can vary within persons (e.g., stressors are more intense on some days than on others) and between persons (e.g., some people face more intense stressors than others do). Specifically, in the present study, I investigate whether differences between people’s average experiences of workplace incivility over the workweek (i.e., five consecutive working days) predict work-related rumination (between-person effect) and whether the experience of daily workplace incivility compared with a person’s average experience predicts work-related rumination (within-person effect). Considering the literature on the between-level relationship between workplace incivility and individual and organizational outcomes, and the defining characteristic of an ambiguous intent to harm, I expect that...
differences in people’s experiences of workplace incivility over one workweek will lead to more ruminative thoughts about work.

Hypotheses 2: In addition to between-person differences in time pressure, between-person differences in the experience of workplace incivility over one workweek are positively related to work-related rumination measured in the evening of a workday (between-person effect).

**Mood as an Explanatory Mechanism**

Mood is a diffuse affective state that provides the affective background for our experiences, behaviors and cognitions (p.959–960). Mood has been shown to be related to several organizational outcomes, such as performance, decision making, creativity, turnover, and intention to quit. As Rothbard and Wilk suggested, mood “may provide an affective frame (i.e., affective priming) that colors how people view and feel about daily workplace experiences.” Several researchers have suggested that mood might be a mediator in the relationship between workplace stressors and individual and organizational outcomes and is a mechanism that translates stressful work experiences to work and off-work behaviors and feelings. For example, based on the mood spillover hypothesis and ideas about withdrawal-based coping, Story and Repetti showed that spouses reported heightened marital anger and withdrawal behaviors on days when there were more negative social interactions at work compared with days that included fewer of these interactions. These relationships were mediated by mood.

The affective event theory proposes that affective reactions (emotions or moods) serve as mediators between the experience of an event and the subsequent behavior. Moods, which are the focus of the present study, are thought to be affected by mildly positive or negative events. Because workplace incivility is defined by its low intensity, it might be reasonable to suggest that this stressor leads to a mood response. However, by impairing mood, according to the mood-as-information theory, the experienced workplace incivility event is more likely to transfer into off-work ruminative thoughts because moods provide information about the environment, which influences cognitive processes and behaviors (see also Carlson et al.). Experiencing an impaired mood at the end of a workday suggests that there is a problem, which heightens ruminative thoughts about work in the evening. Furthermore, impaired moods are likely to produce more intensive and systematic processing of information. This processing heightens the accessibility of the information regarding a goal-threatening or goal-failing event at work in one’s memory and may result in brooding about the experienced negative event. I therefore expect that workplace incivility leads to impaired mood responses and that this mood may signal that one was treated badly, which in turn should facilitate work-related rumination.

Accordingly, I present the following hypothesis:

**Hypothesis 3:** The relationship between daily workplace incivility measured at the end of a workday and work-related rumination measured in the evening of that same day is mediated by mood (mediation effect, within-person). Specifically, I assume that daily workplace incivility relates to a change in the levels of rumination in the evening of that same day, via a change in the levels of mood at the end of the workday.

**Subjects and Method**

I conducted an online diary study over five consecutive workdays (Monday to Friday) in Germany. Every day, the participants received two separate e-mails with a link to the online survey. The first link was sent at 4 pm each day and asked questions at the end of the participants’ workday. The second link was sent at 8 pm each day and asked questions about the evening of that same day. A week prior to the collection of the daily diary data, the participants received an e-mail that asked them to provide sociodemographic data. I used the time stamp to control for compliance with data collection. Because I was interested in the lag effect between workplace incivility measured at the end of the workday and ruminative thoughts measured in the evening, I excluded all diary entries that did not provide time-separated measurements. Additionally, the participants had to provide data on at least two consecutive measurement days.

To participate in the current study, individuals had to be employed full time and not participating in shift work. The respondents were recruited through a convenience sampling approach whereby the author and his students approached their networks. All of the participants were recruited via personal contacts, sometimes using online postings (e.g., Facebook, Xing). Of the 226 invited participants, 184 subjects agreed to participate in the present study (81% response rate). However, due to my inclusion criteria, I had to exclude several participants from the final sample. Five participants were excluded because they identified themselves as students, reported that they engaged in shift work, or did not work full time. An
additional 10 participants did not provide any daily dairy data, 18 provided data on only one measurement day, 35 failed to provide time-separated measurements, and 21 did not complete the diary on at least two consecutive days. In total, my sample consisted of 95 participants who provided daily diary data on \( M=3.75 \) d (52% response rate). For the first measurement point (at the end of the workday), I collected data for 356 valid measurement days, reflecting a response rate of 74.9%. For the second measurement point (in the evening of the same day), I collected data for 355 valid measurement days, reflecting a response rate of 74.7%.

Fifty-four percent of the participants were female, and the mean age was \( M=39 \) yr (ranging from 20 to 65 yr). Most of the participants had a higher education degree (71%) and had completed university (43%) or occupational training (44%). The participants came from a variety of occupations, with the majority working in the service sector (18%), followed by telecommunications (13%). Most of the participants (60%) had worked for their current employer for more than 5 yr. On average, the participants worked \( M=42 \) h per week (\( SD=4.8 \) h) and \( M=8.26 \) h (\( SD=1.33 \) h) on the measurement days. Participants who provided data in compliance with my inclusion criteria were older than participants who failed to provide data in accordance with my inclusion criteria (\( t(182)=-1.99, p<0.05 \)). I observed no other differences. Additionally, participants who provided valid data on more measurement days (≥4) did not differ from participants who provided valid data on fewer measurement days (<4).

**Measures**

***Workplace incivility***

I used four items of the workplace incivility scale (WIS) developed by Cortina et al. to measure incivility at the end of each workday\(^{65}\). The original scale asked about experiences of workplace incivility over the past five years. I therefore adapted the introduction to a daily context. An example item is as follows: “During today’s workday, were you in a situation where any of your supervisors, coworkers or customers put you down or were condescending to you?” (1 “never,” 5 “several times”). The average Cronbach’s alpha over the five measurements was 0.71 (ranging from 0.54 to 0.83).

***Mood***

Mood was measured at the end of each workday. I used the subscale hedonic tone of the instrument developed by Wilhelm and Schoebi to measure mood on a daily basis\(^{67}\). The participants responded to the following statements: “At this moment, I feel ‘1’ contented vs. ‘6’ discontented (reversed coded), ‘1’ unwell vs. ‘6’ well.” Inter-item correlations for each measurement day ranged from 0.73 to 0.85 (\( M=0.81 \)).

***Work-related rumination***

Work-related rumination was measured in the evening of each measurement day using two items from the irritation scale\(^{78}\). The items were as follows: “Today even at home I thought about my problems at work” (1 “not applicable,” 5 “applicable”) and “Today I had difficulty attempting to stop thinking about work” (1 “not applicable,” 5 “applicable”). The inter-item correlations for each measurement day ranged from 0.53 to 0.70 (\( M=0.66 \)).

***Time pressure***

Daily time pressure was measured at the end of each workday using a three-item scale from the salutogenesis job analysis\(^{79}\). An example item is as follows: “Today you had enough time to do your work” (reverse coded; 1 “not applicable,” 5 “applicable”). The average Cronbach’s alpha over the five measurements was 0.88 (ranging from 0.84 to 0.91).

***Control variables***

In line with previous research on workplace incivility, I considered sex (1 “male,” 2 “female”), age and tenure as possible confounding factors\(^{57, 66, 80}\). With regard to sex, Lim et al. reported that women might be more inclined to “attend to and to become distressed by interpersonal problems at work, such as incivility” (p. 99)\(^{57}\). Additionally, Loi et al. suggested that women, due to their limited organizational power, have limited power to stop mistreatment\(^{80}\). With regard to age and tenure, Ferguson stated that older and more tenured employees might mitigate or magnify the effects of workplace incivility on outcomes outside the workplace because of better coping strategies (mitigate) or because of being more worn out by incivility (magnify)\(^{66}\).

With regard to work-related rumination, Wang et al. reported that ruminative thoughts might not immediately follow the experience of a goal-threatening event at work\(^{18}\). Additionally, Cropley et al. highlighted that ruminative thoughts decline from early in the evening to bedtime\(^{34}\). To exclude the possibility that the timing of my measurements explained my results regarding the spillover effect of workplace incivility on work-related rumination,
I considered the duration between the two measurement points (in hours) in my analyses.

Analysis

My data had a hierarchical structure in which days were nested in persons. Therefore, I conducted a multilevel analysis using the nlme package in R\(^8\). I began my analyses by testing an unconditional means model (null model) to calculate the intra-class correlations (ICCs) and to test whether the intercept variance was different from zero. The results showed that a multilevel approach was indicated (work-related rumination: ICC1=0.48, workplace incivility: ICC1=0.43, time pressure: ICC1=0.63, mood: ICC1=0.49). In diary studies, time as a level-1 variable has a logical order and may affect within-person errors. Accordingly, I tested for time trends within my data. Because of the temporal structure of my data, I also controlled for autocorrelations and heteroscedasticity, as recommended by Bliese\(^8\).

I tested my hypotheses by introducing within-person and between-person effects of time pressure and workplace incivility on work-related rumination (measured in the evening of the same day). Regarding the within-person effects, I centered my day-level predictor (level 1) on each person’s mean\(^8\), which removed all between-person variance\(^8\). Regarding the between-person effect, I added the grand-mean-centered person mean of time pressure and workplace incivility to the equation, and followed the recommendation of Raudenbush and Bryk\(^8\). To disentangle the between- and within-person effects, it is necessary to investigate the compositional effect\(^8\). Compositional effects (or contextual effects) are the extent to which the magnitude of the person-level relationship (the between-person effect) differs from the day-level relationship (the within-person effect) (Raudenbush and Bryk)\(^8\). In the context of the present study, the compositional effects highlight the expected difference in work-related rumination between two days with equal levels of daily time pressure or workplace incivility, which correspond to people with different weekly experiences of time pressure or workplace incivility.

Day-level control variables (level 1) were person-mean centered, and the person-level control variables (level 2) were grand-mean centered.

To test my mediation hypothesis (hypotheses 3), I investigated whether a change in mood (controlling for mood the previous day; lag-1) mediated the relationship between workplace incivility with a change in work-related rumination in the evening (controlling for work-related rumination the previous day; lag-1)\(^8\). I tested for the significance of the indirect effect with the Monte Carlo method adapted for multilevel data\(^8\). This procedure performs similarly to other bootstrap methods and can be used within multilevel frameworks\(^8\).

Workplace incivility and mood as my mediator variable were measured at the same point in time. It might be possible that my proposed mediational effect is reversed; mood might influence ratings of workplace incivility, which in turn affect work-related rumination in the evening. Therefore, I investigated whether a change in workplace incivility (controlling for workplace incivility the previous day; lag-1) mediated the relationship between mood and a change in work-related rumination in the evening (controlling for work-related rumination the previous day; lag-1).

Results

The descriptive statistics show that, on average, the time between the two measurement points (at the end of the workday and in the evening of that day) was \(M=3.91\) h (SD=1.88 h). Table 1 shows the correlations among all study variables. All correlations were in the expected direction.

The control variables sex, age, tenure, and the time between measurement occasions were not significantly related to work-related rumination in my multilevel analysis. Importantly, the effects reported in Table 2 remained stable regardless of the inclusion of these variables. I therefore decided to exclude sex, age, tenure, and time between measurement occasions from my final model (Table 2).

The “direct effects” column in Table 2 shows that both daily experienced time pressure and daily experienced workplace incivility are positively related to work-related rumination. These results supports Hypothesis 1. Additionally, the between-person effects of time pressure and workplace incivility on ruminative thoughts were significant. Thus supporting Hypothesis 2.

In Hypothesis 3, I proposed that mood is a mediator of the spillover effect of daily workplace incivility (measured at the end of a workday) on work-related rumination (measured in the evening of the same day). The result can be seen in the “mediation” column in Table 2. As shown in Table 2, the relationship between daily workplace incivility and work-related rumination remained significant when mood was added to the equation (\(\gamma_{10}=0.53, r(133)=2.33,\))
Tests of indirect effects revealed that mood did not mediate the relationship between daily workplace incivility (measured at the end of a workday) and work-related rumination (measured in the evening of that same day; 0.06, 95% CI [−0.027, 0.187]). The result does not support Hypothesis 31.

Table 1. Means, standard deviations, reliabilities, and correlations between study variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>α/r</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>38.58</td>
<td>11.79</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tenure</td>
<td>4.18</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hours between measurement points</td>
<td>3.92</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>-0.13</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>-0.13</td>
<td>-0.13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daily working hours</td>
<td>8.26</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>-0.19</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>-0.12</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>-0.12</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daily workplace incivility</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>-0.21</td>
<td>-0.18</td>
<td>-0.14</td>
<td>-0.16</td>
<td>-0.36</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daily time pressure</td>
<td>2.38</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>-0.16</td>
<td>-0.12</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>-0.47</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mood</td>
<td>4.55</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>-0.17</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>-0.49</td>
<td>-0.53</td>
<td>-0.48</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work-related rumination</td>
<td>2.13</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>-0.20</td>
<td>-0.22</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>-0.56</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sex: 1=male, 2=female; Cronbach’s alphas for day-level variables are mean internal consistencies averaged over all measurement days; for scales with only two items, correlations of each measurement day were Fisher’s Z transformed, averaged and back transformed; correlations below the diagonal are person-level correlations (N=95) with correlations ≥0.21 significant at p<0.05 and ≥0.28 significant at p<0.01; correlations above the diagonal are day-level correlations (N=292–356) with correlations ≥0.11 significant at p<0.05 and ≥0.16 significant at p<0.01.

Table 2. Multilevel estimates of workplace incivility predicting on off-work ruminative thoughts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Null model</th>
<th>Direct effects</th>
<th>Mediation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>2.10 (0.08)</td>
<td>25.32**</td>
<td>2.14 (0.08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within-person</td>
<td>2.14 (0.08)</td>
<td>27.86**</td>
<td>2.14 (0.08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daily workplace incivility</td>
<td>0.40 (0.18)</td>
<td>2.21*</td>
<td>0.53 (0.23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daily time pressure</td>
<td>0.17 (0.07)</td>
<td>2.59*</td>
<td>0.08 (0.10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mood</td>
<td>−0.20 (0.07)</td>
<td>−2.63**</td>
<td>−0.11 (0.08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Previous day mood (lag-1)</td>
<td>−0.19 (0.09)</td>
<td>−1.98*</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between-person</td>
<td>0.75 (0.33)</td>
<td>2.26*</td>
<td>0.50 (0.41)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weekly workplace incivility</td>
<td>0.27 (0.09)</td>
<td>2.96*</td>
<td>0.31 (0.11)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mediation Estimate 95% CI
Indirect effect of workplace incivility via mood | 0.06 | [−0.027, 0.187] |
Indirect effect of time pressure via mood | 0.10 | [0.020, 0.205] |
Level 1 intercept variance (SE) | 0.53 (0.73) | 0.51 (0.55) | 0.51 (0.71) |
Level 2 intercept variance (SE) | 0.50 (0.71) | 0.30 (0.72) | 0.31 (0.55) |
−2 × Log (lh) | 927.15 | 886.21 | 595.83 |
df | 3 | 7 | 10 |
BIC | 944.76 | 927.22 | 649.94 |
AIC | 933.15 | 900.21 | 615.83 |

Sex: 1=male, 2=female; −2 × Log (lh): log-likelihood statistic used to compare model fit based on χ² distributions; df: degrees of freedom; BIC: Bayesian Information Criterion; AIC: Akaike Information Criterion; confidence intervals of indirect effects are based on the Monte Carlo method for assessing mediation with 20,000 replications as described by Selig and Preacher (2008); between-person effect: compositional effect; the compositional effect was calculated as recommended by Raudenbush and Bryk (2002, p. 141); please note that results remain unchanged if previous day mood (lag-1) is excluded from the model presented in the “mediation” column; *p<0.05; **p<0.01. Indirect effect of workplace incivility on work-related rumination was tested via mood with a 90% CI. The result was still non-significant at 0.06, 90% CI [−0.014, 0.158].
incivility (−0.03, 95% CI [−0.102, 0.046]) did not mediate the relationship between mood (measured at the end of a workday) and work-related rumination (measured in the evening of the same day).

**Additional Analysis**

The indirect relationship between workplace incivility and work-related rumination via mood was not significant, thus contradicting Hypothesis 3. In an additional analysis however, I found a significant indirect relationship of workplace incivility on off-work ruminative thoughts via mood, when time pressure was not included in the model (0.13, 95% CI [0.016, 0.295]).

Furthermore, the results in the “mediation” column in Table 2 also revealed that the relationship between daily time pressure and work-related rumination was reduced when mood was added to the equation (γ10 without mediator = 0.17; γ10 with mediator = 0.08) and became non-significant (γ10 = 0.08, t(133) = 0.82, p = ns). Therefore, I decided to additionally test whether the indirect effect of daily time pressure on work-related rumination via mood was significant. The results of this additionally analysis revealed that mood mediated the relationship between daily time pressure (measured at the end of a workday) and work-related rumination (measured in the evening of the same day; 0.10, 95% CI [0.020, 0.205]). This effect remained stable regardless of including or excluding workplace incivility from the model.

As with the indirect effect of workplace incivility on work-related rumination via mood, I also tested for a possible reverse effect. That is, I tested whether the effect of mood on work-related rumination was mediated by time pressure. Tests of significance of the indirect effect revealed that time pressure did not mediate the relationship between mood (measured at the end of a workday) and work-related rumination (measured in the evening of the same day) (−0.04, 95% CI [−0.092, 0.035]).

**Discussion**

My results showed that higher daily workplace incivility (compared to a person’s average experience) was related to more ruminative thoughts in the evening (within-person effect). Research on the relationship between workplace incivility and individual and organizational outcomes has primarily been cross-sectional and conducted at the between-person level of analysis. This research offers rich insight into the question of whether outcomes differ if an individual experiences more workplace incivility than other individuals do. However, “the adoption of a purely between-person approach toward employee mistreatment (e.g., bullying, undermining) may mask considerable and meaningful fluctuations in the experience of, responses to, and consequences of such behavior” (Taylor et al.).

The investigation of short-term, within-person effects of workplace incivility remains in its infancy. My study adds to this limited evidence and demonstrates that low-intensity rude behavior at work affects off-work ruminative thoughts. This finding is important because spillover effects from work stressors into off-work time are central to recovery research because these effects are a mechanism that translates short-term effects into detrimental outcomes (both individual and organizational) in the long run. My finding complements previous research showing that higher-intensity social stressors (mistreatment by customers) are relevant for off-work recovery and rumination, as well as the literature presenting a relationship between several workplace stressors and detachment or ruminaton.

Two studies have previously reported similar results. First, Wang et al. reported a spillover effect of customer mistreatment on work-related rumination. Second, Nicholson and Griffin reported a within-person spillover effect of workplace incivility on detachment. My result is in line with the results reported by Nicholson and Griffin and Wang et al. However, my study differs from the study by Wang et al., because customer mistreatment may have a considerably higher intensity compared to workplace incivility and is not ambiguous in its intent to harm. Further, Nicholson and Griffin reported a spillover effect of workplace incivility on detachment after work. My study differs from Nicholson and Griffins study, because rumination and detachment are related but distinct constructs. Further, both previous studies did not include any additional stressors into the analysis. In the present study I included time pressure as an additional stressor into the analysis. Including time pressure in my study advances previous research on workplace incivility because I tested whether the assumed effect of workplace incivility on work-related rumination persists even after controlling for the known effects of time pressure on work-related rumination. This analysis does not appear in previous studies. My results therefore emphasize that minor short-term negative encounters during the workday (within-person effect of workplace incivility) matter, even beyond the effects of a general stressful workday. Additionally, with regard to time pressure my results mainly corroborate...
rated previous research, showing that days with higher time pressure, compared to the average experience of a person (within-person effect), as well as differences in the experience of time pressure between persons over the work week (between-person effect), are related to more ruminative thoughts about work.\(^{27,52}\) This within- and between-person effect of time pressure on work-related ruminative behavior further underlines the importance of time pressure in occupational health psychology.\(^{25,26}\)

My results show that the daily experience of workplace incivility and the weekly differences in workplace incivility among people are related to rumination about work in the evening. Some previous studies have reported within- and between-person effects of workplace incivility on well-being measures. In a study by Zhou et al., the authors reported daily within-person effects of workplace incivility on end-of-work negative affect but non-significant between-person effects.\(^{6}\) In contrast, Beattie and Griffin reported both within- and between-person effects of workplace incivility on daily stress levels.\(^{5}\) However, in contrast to previous studies, my study separated the between-person from the within-person effects by investigating the compositional effect. My results suggest that employees react with rumination to chronic uncivil behavior in the workplace, and also react with ruminative thoughts if the behavior is more uncivil than their average experience.

Recently, Demsky et al. supported a between-person effect of workplace incivility on rumination.\(^{21}\) The present study complements this between-person effect and also support a within-person effect of workplace incivility on work-related rumination. It may be that both the level of incivility per se and its difference from individual levels of incivility experienced at work are important for employees' reactions.

In line with affective events theory, my results support a negative relationship between both, daily experienced workplace incivility and daily time pressure with mood (Table 1). Accordingly, daily workplace stressors are related to daily affective responses. However, contradicting my propositions based on the affective events theory and the mood as information theory, I could not confirm an indirect effect of workplace incivility on work-related ruminative behavior via mood. However, in my additional analysis I could confirm this indirect relationship when time pressure was excluded from the model. Additionally, I could confirm an indirect effect between daily time pressure and work-related ruminative behavior via mood, which was in line with assumptions of affective events theory and the mood as information theory.\(^{30,31}\) How can I explain this not entirely clear pattern of results?

With regard to time pressure, I proposed the direct relationship with work-related rumination on the assumption that high levels of daily time pressure might result in the evaluation of failure in accomplishing that day's tasks. However, this might not always be the case. Time pressure is discussed as a so-called challenge stressor because, on average, the demands time pressure places on employees are considered controllable.\(^{50,91}\) Accordingly, the experience of high time pressure as a failure to meet that day's work demands might require an additional cue that the workday was unsuccessful, thus mood functioned as an informational trigger.\(^{31,92}\) The results of my study support this assumption. However, because I conducted my analysis regarding the indirect relationship of time pressure with work-related rumination via mood post-hoc, replication of this relationship is warranted in future studies.

With regard to workplace incivility I was only able to support the proposed mediation effect on work-related rumination via mood, when time pressure was excluded from the model. So it might be that by including time pressure crucial variance was partialled out.\(^{28,29}\) Indeed, my analysis showed that the relationship between workplace incivility and mood (a path in my mediation analysis) became not significant, when time pressure was included into the model. Accordingly, workplace incivility was negatively related to mood, but did not explain a unique amount of variance in mood. This indicates that daily time pressure is more relevant to explain mood at the end of the workday, and that the shared variance between daily workplace incivility and daily time pressure prevented the detection of mood as mediator in the relationship between workplace incivility and work-related rumination. As this result was also obtained post-hoc I do not want to overestimate it. Future research is needed to further investigate mediators of the relationship between workplace incivility and work-related rumination. For example, Schilpzand et al. showed in an experimental study that the relationship between incivility and rumination was mediated by self-blame. They argued that self-blame is a likely response to incivility because this behavior is "difficult to uniformly dismiss as an indictment on the character of the perpetrator" (p. 34). Thus, in future studies, it might be important to evaluate whether self-blame is a mediator of the relationship between workplace incivility and work-related rumination in a real-life context.

In conclusion the present study supported my assumption that little negative encounters at the workplace matter for work-related rumination after work on a daily within-
person level and a more stable between-person level. This is true even when controlling for the known effects time pressure. The assumed mediation via mood did not receive unambiguous support, and future research is needed to further investigate what transfers the experience of daily workplace incivility into off-work ruminative thoughts.

**Limitations**

This study has some limitations that should be considered when interpreting the results. First, there is evidence that the status of the instigator impacts the negative effects of workplace incivility on the target. In the current study, I asked only about the experience of workplace incivility that day regardless of the status of the instigator. It might be important for future studies to not only investigate the experience of workplace incivility on a daily basis but also include characteristics (e.g., status) of the instigator in the analysis.

Second, daily workplace incivility showed an acceptable overall reliability of Cronbach’s alpha=0.71. However, on the first measurement point the reliability was rather low (0.54). In order to rule out that low reliability affected my results, I repeated my analysis, excluding the unreliable day. The results stayed the same. However, future research might consider whether daily incivility items are better conceptualized as causal indicators as opposed to effect indicators. Experiencing one specific uncivil behavior on a daily basis (e.g., experiencing condescending behavior) does not always imply the experience of other uncivil behaviors (e.g., being ignored). However, experiencing an uncivil behavior more chronically (e.g., over the past five years) makes an individual likely to evaluate the experience of other uncivil behaviors more frequently. Thus, a correlation between incivility items might be more likely when measuring chronic, rather than daily, workplace incivility.

Third, the reliability of my measure of work-related rumination was acceptable (mean r=0.66). Future studies could benefit from the use of more than two items that measure rumination or by applying a structural equation approach. However, my measure of work-related rumination captured repetitive thinking without confounding it with affective responses (see, for example, the affective rumination scale developed by Cropley et al.). From my perspective, this method was important because it helped separate my mediator (mood) from my outcome (rumination). Nevertheless, given the only acceptable reliability of my measure of work-related rumination, it might be necessary for future studies to develop a new scale to measure daily ruminative thoughts about work.

Fourth, I mainly recruited my sample using our private networks. This method might result in a sample bias that may hamper possible generalizations. However, compared with other studies on workplace incivility, my study consisted of participants from a variety of occupations, which supports generalization.

Fifth, as my study focused on the within-person relationship between daily workplace incivility and work-related rumination, I did not include between-person factors that further help to explain for whom and under which circumstances this relationship is more likely into my study design (investigating cross-level interactions). As suggested by affective events theory, person differences in affective dispositions might function as a potential cross-level moderator, and may thus be a fruitful starting point investigating the relationship between daily workplace incivility and evening rumination further.

**Practical Implications**

In the present study, I established a daily within-person spillover effect of workplace incivility on work-related rumination. Additional analysis showed that mood mediated the relationship between daily time pressure and work-related rumination. At least three practical suggestions emerge from these results. The first and most obvious suggestion is to reduce the occurrence of uncivil events in the workplace. However, this suggestion is not easy to implement because the targets of uncivil encounters are unlikely to report such experiences due to their uncertainty about the intention of these events. As Neuman (2004, 74–75) asked, “How (and to whom) do you report having had your feelings hurt (…) Furthermore, would you believe that such an incident is serious enough to merit a formal report?” Therefore, organizations have the task of exposing these behaviors and providing opportunities to report them. Information about the characteristics and consequences of these behaviors might help to establish a climate in which workplace incivility events are registered and actions can be taken to reduce them. This approach is also relevant because rudeness among coworkers has been shown to spread easily and to have significant consequences for organization members. Additionally, the within-person effect of workplace incivility on work-related rumination suggests that it might not be sufficient to broadly discourage incivility in the workplace. Actions are also necessary if an uncivil event is more intense than...
an employee’s typical experience regardless of whether this incivility is particularly strong per se. However, acting in a present moment is difficult for supervisors and colleagues, because it is hard to know whether an incivility event is above the threshold of the victim. One possible way of putting attention to individuals’ threshold is by providing opportunities to exchange views on how to interact with one another and to provide the opportunity to learn what behaviors are perceived as rude by colleagues and coworkers. This might help, because experience of incivility is likely to be a function of perception.

Second, regarding the experience of more ruminative thoughts on the evenings of days in which employees experienced workplace incivility, trainings that improve individuals’ abilities to detach and/or stop negative ruminative thinking might be helpful. One way of helping employees to stop thinking about work is the implementation of a “feel like continuing” stop rule. Applying this rule to the daily context means that employees learn to stop thinking about work-related issues when they detect that these thoughts negatively affect their mood. In an experimental setting Martin et al. showed that participants employing the “feel like continuing” stop rule viewed changes in mood as a signal to stop the ruminating task, whereas participants instructed to use the “as many as can” stop rule viewed changes in mood as a signal that they haven’t thought hard enough and to keep ruminating. Additionally, short cognitive behavioral therapy-based interventions have been shown to improve recovery outside of work and reduce work-related rumination.

Third, my results showed that mood has a mediating effect on the relationship between daily time pressure and work-related rumination. Accordingly, negative feelings evoked by high time pressure transfers this experience into more dysfunctional cognitive efforts to cope with that day’s experiences. This result might suggest that employees’ mood when leaving their workplace on a daily basis is important. Helping employees leave their negative feelings at work and not take them home might therefore be important to protect organizations and employees from detrimental long-term consequences.
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